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A Yl(X)).) I
The main property of mutually generic 1-types is that when a linear ordering is imposed on generators realizing such types, the 1-types suffice to determine all i-types. Before stating and proving the precise formulation of this fact, we need a simple combinatorial consequence of Ramsey's Theorem. PROOF. We describe a construction which can obviously be carried out in a definable way using the definable version of Ramsey's Theorem. PROOF. TP is consistent, for given i (ci) E Tp(cc)(i), i <1, we have each Xi-{a I i 1= Oi (a)} unbounded, so it is easy to find {xi I i < l} such that xi E Xi and xi < xi whenever i < j < 1. As Tp D W, we are done. I
We now construct, in a routine way, continuum-many 1-generic objects such that for any finitely many distinct objects, their product is m -generic. DEFINITIONS. For k E w, let Sk = {s I s k ->2}. S Uk<sSk.
For s E S, t E S U {If If: c -> 2}, we say t s s iff domain t D domain s and t [ domain s = s.
A forcing condition is a triple (X, F, k), X an unbounded definable subset of N, k E co, F a definable function: X -> Sk such that for each s E Sk, F-1({s}) is unbounded. (X2, F2, k2) s (X1, F1, k1) iff X2 C Xi, k2 2 ki, and for any x E X2,
F2(x) S Fi(x). A set of conditions, X, is generic iff (0) VX, Y(X E W A X Y ->Y E W). (i) VX, Y E W3Z E W(Z S X A Z ? Y).
(ii) For any definable collection of tuples, 2, such that 2 n (the set of all conditions) is dense in (the set of all conditions, s), f n 0.
For the remainder of ?1, fix a generic W. For any f: c > 2, let COROLLARY 1.6. Let C be any linearly ordered set of constant symbols. Let ?P::C-I{fIf: w->2}. Then T,,TAU{c<djc,dEC and c<d} U UcECTgP(C)(C) is consistent and complete in S(C).
Notation. Given A, C as in 1.6, -?/ (a3P, C) denotes the model specified by Tg, i.e., the model generated by (equivalence classes) of terms of form t(c), where t is a term of S and c is a tuple from C, with functions and relations as specified by Tg,. is canonically embedded in -?/ (I3P, C) and the embedding is elementary. For c E C, we use c to denote the element of ,'3 (I3P, C) corresponding to c.
We will often identify C with {c I c E C}.
Our goal in ?1 will be achieved by showing that if EP is 1-1 then _?/ (I3P, C) has no 2-length sequence of indiscernibles. First, we develop some structural properties of arbitrary models of this form. DEFINITION What are the difficulties in this approach? For one thing, although we will obtain essentially the same structural properties as in ?1, the proofs will be more involved, for if one inserts a new generator it now may have various different interactions with the previous generators. However, the real difficulty is correctly generalizing the construction of mutually generic types so as to have the appropriate parallels to 1.3 and 1.4, which together say that, first, the types of the generators along with their ordering determine the model, and second, that any arrangement of the types is consistent.
This problem can be seen by looking at the case of n = 2. We start with F: [2,1f-2, such that given any 3 elements of 22, it is not the case that all three pairs drawn from these elements give the same value for F. (The existence of the F's we will require is contained in the work of Erdos, Rado, and Hajnal. See Erd6s and Rado [1956] and Erdos, Rado and Hajnal [1965] . For the reader's convenience we give a simple construction of such F's in Appendix A.) The pair of generators (c,,,, cp) is to be assigned the 2-type 7 F(,,,,/). Now since we have no special knowledge about F other than what has been stated above, it may well occur that for some f3, F(a, f) = F(/3, y). But this means that cp must be able to realize either the first or second element in the 2-type 'TF(,,3). So we must arrange that both 1-types induced by TF(a,p3) are the same. Of course, ,B might be required to realize the first element of one of the other 2-types as well.
The net result is that we must make all the 2-types induce the same 1-type. In general, various patterns of 2-types might be required by F. (A pattern of 2-types on k generators is essentially a map: [k]2-->a finite set.) We must arrange for such patterns to be consistent with the 2-types we build. With all this in mind, the obvious generalization of the construction of mutually generic types would be the following.
A forcing condition is a triple (X, F, k) such that X is an unbounded subset of N, k C , F a definable function: [ A condition will be a sequence of finite sets, {X, I i C N}, such that every pattern is realized by some Xi. The combinatorial fact to be used is that in order to get a set homogeneous for H in the sense above, it suffices to start with some other finite set realizing some much richer pattern and thin it down to be homogeneous. Let us be more precise. DEFINITION 
Notation. Once again, use A (0P, C) to denote the model generated by T,. As before, 4 is canonically elementarily embedded in A (a?, C).
Certain of the arguments of ?1 will require a bit more care in the present context. Here is the reason: Given partial information about the pattern of types realized by a finite set of constants, in order to get complete information one needs to specify not just their ordering, as was the case in ?1, but in addition the way they are colored with each other. One must reduce the number of possible interactions to a finite set in order to show that a certain state of affairs is proved by the given partial information.
We now give an alternate characterization of Tgp which brings out the finiteness properties that we need.
Notation. to(X ( '), g') = tl(X(c'), d)}, and letting E's symbols in their given order play the role of v, take p cpo, p E W as in 2.6.2, with k 3height(p).
Let P be the ak-pattern induced on c by R, and P be the ak-pattern induced on e by R.
Claim. TA +p -P (g) +p -P (g') +,x(eCO + co < --ci < e' < ci < The model we construct here will have the same structural properties as the models from ?2, so the discernibility built into the generators propagates, just as before, to all elements of the model.
Here is the precise argument, which differs only notationally from the outline. Details of proofs are provided only when they are not apparent from the corresponding proofs in ?2.
DEFINITIONS. P,, is the (n + 1)-tuple (1, 2,2, .. ., 2). A condition is defined just as it was in ?2, replacing alk throughout by pk. (X2, F2, k2) ' (X1, F1, k1) iff  k2 2 k1, for all a E N there is a b E N such that X2(a) C X1(b), distinct a's  receiving distinct b's, and for all x E [X2(a )]Ik1, F2(a) (x) = F1(b) (x) . Generic sets of conditions are defined as in ?2.
For the remainder of ?3, fix a generic set of conditions, W. Given P a pn-pattern of length n, the n-type Tp(XO,.. ., Xn1) consists of all formulas 4 (xO, .. ., xn-1) such that 3(X, F,. k) E W Va E N[sd 1= 4(yO, .. ., yn-1) whenever y E [X(a)]" and the pn-pattern induced on y by F(a) is P].
Remark. It is easy to see that even if k < n, it can occur that (X, F, k)
"forces" 4 (xo, .. ., x.1) into ip(x). Namely, it may happen that sd 1=-4(y)
whenever y E [X(a)]" and the Pk -pattern induced on y by P is that induced by F(a). In this case, any extension of (X, F, k) of height k'-? n will put 4 (x) into ,rp. However, we never make use of this observation in ?3. Now, as in 2.3, if P and P' are distinct ,ln -patterns of length n, rp(x) and rp'(x) are distinct n-types. Using 2.2, this time for Pn -patterns, we get the following analogy to 2.4. 
is a consistent, complete theory in T(C). COROLLARY 3.2. Let C be any linearly ordered set of constant symbols and ,P: [C]<o --2. Then Tg TA U {c < d < d in C} U UCE=[C]CT( is a consistent complete theory in f(C).
We will now use 0 (a?, C), as before, to denote the model generated by Tg,. We have the same kind of alternate characterization of T, as we had in 2.6. definable combinatorial property. Of course, this collection has many undefinable X and F. Now, in the case T# TA, it, in addition, has nonstandard k's, and nonstandard "finite" objects. But, of course, in building a generic object, one never takes a tuple with undefinable X's or F's or nonstandard k's.)
Notation. For p = (X, F, k) E -, P a ,,n-pattern of length n, v an n-tuple of variables, p -P(v) denotes the formula "63a(vo E X(a)
The various density arguments we used go through in -,X because all the combinatorial principles we used are provable in PA.
These same remarks apply also to ?3. So, in summary, we have THEOREM 4.1. Let Tbe any completion of PA (in the language of PA). Then (i) For each n E w, n > 0, T has a model of size 2. with no (n + 1)-size set of indiscernibles.
( N, one can find elements of N, {as8 8 <(}, such  that as < a. whenever 8 <71 < a, ao -M > f (M), and for each 71 < a, 1 O,  there is an a' which is > as for all 8 < q, with a, -a' > f (a') . In a moment we will say what sequence we want, but for purposes of motivation, assume for now that such a sequence has been chosen. Let as be a term denoting a6 in S.
Ta(x, y, z) is the 3-type saying: 10 Genericity is defined as usual, requiring that W meets every set of tuples, X, definable over such that .9 n (the set of conditions) is dense in the set of conditions. Of course, the set of conditions, itself, is not definable, though it is a subset of a set which is "finite" in si. Thus, in this context, the .9's to be considered may as well be taken as objects "finite" in sd also.
Finally, let Fn(a) = (Go(a),..., Gn2(a), H(a)) (where, just to be literal minded, we make the convention in this Appendix that (*) denotes some coding of tuples from 21 into 21). Now, suppose E C Zn E = n + 1, and F`[EE]n = 1. So, in particular, each Gi is homogeneous on E. Now, letting x denote that x is to be deleted, if j-?n-3, as   GJ(eo,...,ej,ej+l,ej+2,e~j+3,. ..,en) = Gj(eO,...,e'j,ej+l,ej+2,ej+3,...,een) A rough description of the proof is that the final homogeneous set is built by starting with some tremendously rich pattern, picking a collection of potential top elements for the final set, then thinning down the pattern below to ensure the desired homogeneity for tuples containing these potential top elements, but still keeping the pattern below very rich. Then a collection of potential second to highest elements is chosen, and the pattern below them is thinned some more, and so forth. Let us examine a single thinning, say the first one. To be sure there are enough potential top elements, enough to complete building the desired a-pattern in the end, one looks at the pattern induced by the top elements on those below, adjoining this pattern to that realized by the smaller elements. What is needed is an inductive hypothesis which deals with these enlarged patterns. Thus the main lemma, B.2, is stated in a form stronger than what is required to immediately yield the theorem, a form which carries along the extra hypothesis.
Before continuing, here is some notation. 2. Given n, e, M E o, a a system of colors of length n + 1, , a system of colors of length n, P a "-pattern, there is a n-pattern Q such that Q+4* (P)M-(Notice that the lemma for n immediately yields the theorem for length(a) = n + 1. Say that the P from the hypothesis of the theorem has length k. Apply the lemma with , the degenerate system of colors, (1,...,1), and for the P of the lemma use P' = the unique n-pattern of length k. Let Q' be the Q provided by the lemma. Let Q be an a-pattern agreeing on the null sequence with P, such that for any X with a-pattern Q there is a presentation in X of length = length(Q'). So given any a-colored set X with a-pattern Q obtain such a presentation in X. Call it A. Give A its only possible n-coloring. So A now has n-pattern Q'. Take a refinement B of A with n-pattern P', i.e., B has length k, and for B' E [B]e and a E Hl B', F(a) depends only on the a-pattern of a. As B is a presentation of length k and in X the null sequence is colored as required by P, one can find bi E Bi such that the a-pattern of (bo, . . ., bk l) is PI and {bi I i < k } has the required homogeneity by the above. Take Y = {bi I i < k}.)
We now prove the lemma by induction on n. For the remainder of Appendix B, fix n E w and at a system of colors of length n + 1 and assume Vn'< n (lemma at n'). By the above reduction we can now use the theorem at n. We now prove the sublemma by induction on e. For e = 0 it is trivial. So for the remainder of Appendix B, fix e E cv and assume the sublemma at e. We need to prove the sublemma for e + 1. (All this at the fixed n.)
The sublemma will be reduced to a claim. Given e', M E a, P a system of colors of length n, P a P-pattern, use Q=#, (P)e+1 to denote: for any f-colored set X and AAA = (Ao,..., Am-i, A) a presentation in X, where A is ,-colored with P-pattern Q, and any F: [ and BAB satisfies (# ) for F. Now there is a refinement of B, C, such that the 7-pattern of C induced by B is P1 and C satisfies (**) for F. As C refines B, CAB also satisfies (**). As the 7-pattern of C induced by B is P1, the ,-pattern of CAB is P.)
Now, we reduce the claim to a subclaim. The combinatorial heart of the entire argument lies in the proof of this reduction. The idea is that given a long presentation, a single well-chosen element, b, in its top set can be thought of as realizing the top element of many different f-patterns depending on which elements are chosen below. b plays the role of a "universal witness", i.e., the witness to whatever one desires for tuples of lower elements. Our carrying along of the extra P-patterns throughout will enable us, in this proof, to ensure that there will be such witnesses when certain homogeneous sets will be needed.
Define Q#4 Subclaim B.5. Given ME a, 13 a system of colors of length n, P a P-pattern, then there is a P-pattern Q such that Q4#(P)'1.
(The subclaim yields the claim as follows: Let P be a ,-pattern from the statement of the claim. Let m = length(P). Let U = {R I R is an ft-pattern of length m}. For ( E a1, let Uc be those elements of U which take the null sequence to (.12 Let Pc be a P X a'-pattern which for each u E Uc has some subset of the underlying set of Pc on which P X u is induced. By the theorem at n, for each ( there is a ,> x ft-pattern P* such that P*-(Pc)L, where M1 will be as needed below. Let P* be a ,-pattern such that for each ( E a1 there is a subset of the underlying set of P* on which the induced ,-pattern is the same as that induced by P(. Again, by the theorem at n, there is a ,-pattern S such that S(P*)-, where M2 will be as needed below. Finally, by the subclaim, there is a ,-pattern Q such that Qume (S)+1. Now, suppose X is an f-colored set and AAA is a presentation in X, and A is P-colored with ,-pattern Q, and F: [ Finally, take B a subsequence of A2 of length m such that P-pattern of B is P. We will choose bi E A 1 to form a set B in such a way that BAB is a presentation in X satisfying ( # ) for F.
Key fact. For each ( E a1 there is an he such that Vu E U4 3b E A1 (B is homogeneous for Gb according to he and b induces f+-pattern u on B).
(PROOF OF FACT. Fix (. Let A3 be a subsequence of A2 with "-pattern the same as that induced by P*. As A lA I is a presentation, there is a be in A1 such that (P-pattern of A3) x (ft+-pattern induced by be on A3) is P*. By choice of P* there is an A4, a subsequence of A3, such that the P x a+-pattern of A4 induced by be is P4 and Gb, on [A4]e depends only on the P X a+-pattern of the e -tuple. So there is a fixed map, call it he, such that for any E E [A4]m, Gb, is homogeneous on E according to he. Now, given u E U4, there is an E E [A4]m such that (ji-pattern of E) X (<tx-pattern induced on E by b4) is P x u, so (u, h4) E H(E). But as ,-pattern of B = P = P-pattern of E, H(B) = H(E), so (U, he) E H(B) also.) Now, build B by including for each ( E a1 and u E U4 some b from A' such that b induces at'-pattern u on B and B is homogeneous for Gb according to he. Then one can easily check that BAB is a presentation satisfying (# ) for F. In fact, for B' E [B]e, a E f B', a E B, F(a-a ) depends only on the a-pattern of a'a  and on the ,-pattern of B'.) In the proof of the subclaim, the carrying of extra ,-patterns is the major tool. As the situation is somewhat less complex than in the preceding proof, it may be easier to see just what these extra patterns are for. What they do here is make it possible to thin out the top set of a presentation so as to make some homogeneity condition hold, yet to ensure that there remain enough elements to still have a presentation.
